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A Conversive Prayer for Unmanageability Date    

A structured prayer1 to help in times of unsustainable troubles 
 

BODY SCAN: Scan your body for 
emotions, physical feelings, 
thoughts, and beliefs. Give voice 
to your body and all other parts 
of yourself. Write down, in bullet 
form, what stands out. Give 
yourself all the time you need. 

PRAY: Each entry in column 1 is its 
own prayer2. Repeat the prayer 
using each entry by mentally filling 
in the blanks as you pray. The 
structure of this prayer will help you 
to listen as you pray. 

LISTEN: Write in bullet form, the 
impressions you get with each 
prayer pass-through. The 
structure allows your prayer to 
unfold in layers. Be attentive and 
vulnerable to deepen the 
conversation. 

 

Noted Bullet Points: 
 

 

Introduce each bullet point: 
 

..."Lord, I willingly choose 

... to surrender my                   _ 

... to you, 

... consenting to 

... your presence and action 

... within me regarding 
… my                                . 
 
 
 
 

Praying the Steps with each point: 
 

I Accept 
... That by myself I am powerless 
… over   ___                          , 
... and            __          _makes my 

... life unmanageable. 
 

I Believe 

... I can't restore myself from 

... the unmanageable consequences 

... resulting from                               . 

... but I trust that the work 
… accomplished by Your 
… presence and actions within me 
… will restore me to dignity. 
 

I Decide 

... I will trust in (and watch 
… for) Your presence and 
… actions within me 
… regarding                 ___    ,  and 

… will rest in the peace and 
… guidance of Your care. 
 

 

Impressions from God’s 
presence: 
 

 
1 Conversive Prayer: a structured conversation of speaking and listening, with openness to God’s impressions upon the senses and awareness. 
2 Each column 1 entry is a micro-prayer in and of itself. When all taken together, they describe your current and immediate state of being. 
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Summary: take special note of powerlessness and unmanageability, and what is being entrusted to God 

 

 

Conversive Prayer Worksheet 
At times there is so much internal “noise” (emotional pain, upsetting worries and fears, physical and psychological 
distress, anger or resentments, and the like) that it seems impossible to be silent and listen attentively to God. In 
moments like this an exercise with “Conversive Prayer” may be of help. Conversive prayer is a time of connection with 
God that is conversational, attentive, and receptive to His guidance. In this worksheet Conversive Prayer is made into a 
written exercise structured around the first three steps of AA’s twelve step program. 
 

Connection 
“Connection” is a time of emotional safety and comfort spent resting experientially in the strength and grace of God’s 
presence and care. It is communion that involves sharing thoughts and feelings with God, who is attentive to our needs. 
It is also a time of silence and contemplative listening to God’s reflections on our thoughts and needs, trusting that He 
will convey His impressions to us as we listen. It is a time to express the content of our internal life to God and 
experience a connection with Him based on a safe attachment relationship of trust and love. It is a place of vulnerable 
honesty that is grounded in the knowledge that He is more concerned with drawing us close to Him than He is in passing 
judgments on us. His guidance and redirections are for our good so that we can be the person He is creating us to be. His 
judgments for all we’ve done or will do have fallen on Jesus, who has freed us for a different life with God. 
 

Conversational 
Conversation is made by both talking and listening. It is an exchange of thoughts that are shared in a meaningful 
relationship based on trust, respect, and love. Our needs may be hard or impossible to express in words alone. 
Conversive Prayer is a conversation that the Holy Spirit empowers. He puts worries, emotional pains, life situations, and 
even our physical pains and feelings into unspoken words for us. God can listen to the Spirit’s intercessions, freeing us to 
simply hold up our needs to Him in trust without having to know the right words. He speaks a language of the soul that 
isn’t dependent upon words. 
 

Attentive 
Conversive prayer is meditative and contemplative. Attentive listening means listening with intension—the intention to 
allow God’s presence and power to remove the barriers that block or interfere with a close connection to Him. It is 
listening that is freed from the work of finding solutions that we cannot find without God’s help, trusting that He already 
knows what we need, and He desires that we know, too. 
 

Receptive 
Being receptive means that we can safely entrust ourselves to God, knowing that He cares for us. It means that it’s safe 
to open up to Him, that we don’t have to hide or protect ourselves from Him. He wants to be a father to us in the best 
sense of the word, a good and safe Heavenly Father. Receptivity is part of an attachment relationship with Him that 
forms a lifeline of comfort and strength, opening us to the grace He offers to us to empower our lives. 
 

Guidance 
Guidance is finding the course we need to take in order to have a meaningful and satisfying life in relationship with God. 
Guidance comes in the form of His direction and redirections. We may make choices and decisions intended to make 
things better, but we can do so with an eye on Him, watching for any signals (impressions—thoughts, feelings, or ideas 
that He impresses on us spiritually—including scripture and wise counsel from trusted friends) that keep us on a path 
only He can see. Stepping off the path is only an opportunity to receive new course corrections from the God who cares 
for and shepherds our souls. 
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